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Address Kioto Photovoltaics GmbH
Solarstrasse 1 
Industriepark 
9300 St. Veit/Glan

Country Austria

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
PV Modules

Multicrystalline

Our highly efficient multicrystalline solar modules are manufactured according to the latest, technical and quality-oriented industrial manufacturing
criteria. The solar modules with out-puts ranging from 190 to 210 Wp are supplied with aluminum frames and leading corner brackets. A Tyco
connection socket is provided as standard. Only first-class solar modules leave our production line.

Customer benefits

Manufacturing facility in Austria
Incoming inspection of the cells, In-process and outgoing inspections of the modules
Output verification (flash protocols) for each and every module
Individual components from renowned suppliers

Special frame construction, extremely light and stable

Monocrystalline

Our highly efficient monocrystalline solar modules are manufactured according to the latest, technical and quality-oriented industrial production criteria.
The solar modules with outputs ranging from 210 to 220 Wp are supplied with aluminum frames and leading corner brackets. A Tyco connection
socket is provided as standard. Only first-class solar modules leave our production line.

Customer benefits 

Manufacturing facility in Austria
Incoming inspection of the cells, in-process and outgoing inspections of the modules
Output verification (flash protocols) for each and every module
Individual components from renowned suppliers
Special frame construction, extremely light and stable 

Power Plants

For years, KIOTO has been successfully planning and constructing turn-key photovoltaic power plants in Spain, such as the “Macael” project
described. Today, we are also developing projects, among others, in Italy, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, France and Greece.
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